We report on numerical simulation studies of the dynamical behavior of edge localized modes (ELMs) under the influence of repetitive injection of pellets. In our nonlinear 2-fluid model the ELMs are excited by introducing a particle source in the confinement region and a particle sink in the edge region. The injection of pellets is simulated by periodically raising the edge density in a pulsed manner. We find that when the edge density is raised to twice the normal edge density with a duty cycle (on time:off time) of 1:2, the ELMs are generated on an average at a faster rate and with reduced amplitudes. These changes lead to significant improvements in the plasma beta indicative of an improvement in the energy confinement due to pellet injection. Concurrently, the plasma density and temperature profiles also get significantly modified. A comparative study is made of the nature of ELM dynamics for different magnitudes of edge density enhancements. We also discuss the relative impact on ELMs from resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) compared to pellet injection in terms of changes in the plasma temperature, density, location of the ELMs and the nonlinear spectral transfer of energies.
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Introduction
In high confinement plasma operation of advanced tokamaks, the occurrence of Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) is a common phenomenon and a major concern for future devices like ITER [1] . The onset of ELMs has its origin in the development of steep pressure gradients in the edge region due to the formation of a transport barrier in the high confinement mode (H-mode) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . The concomitant onset of substantial edge currents lead to strong MHD instabilities at the edge. ELMs can significantly damage the plasma facing components and divertor plates by their very high heat flux. ELM control and ELM mitigation are therefore the subject of much theoretical and experimental studies at the present time [5, 7, 8, 9] . The linear characteristics of these modes are widely believed to be associated with the excitation of peeling/ballooning modes [4, 10] . Their nonlinear evolution is however quite complex and not yet fully understood. Numerical simulations provide a powerful tool to explore some of the complex issues related to the nonlinear behavior of ELMs [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] . The real challenge is in understanding the physical mechanisms underlying the suppression/mitigation of ELMs by application of external perturbations in the form of RMPs or through repetitive pellet injection as observed in several experiments [7, 8, 9, 17] . Recently a simulation study using the CUTIE code [18] was successful in replicating multiple ELM cycles and also demonstrated how the application of RMPs could alter the ELM dynamics [16] . CUTIE (Culham Transporter of Ions and Electrons) is a two-fluid initial-boundary value, global electromagnetic nonlinear evolution code. The code solves on the 'mesoscale', intermediate between the device size and the ion gyroradius and takes account of classical and neoclassical transport effects. It uses a periodic cylinder model of the tokamak geometry with the toroidal curvature effects of the magnetic field lines kept to first order in the inverse aspect ratio. Poloidal mode coupling is implemented through additional curvature terms. ELMs are simulated by introducing a particle source in the confinement region and a particle sink in the edge region. CUTIE is capable of simulating multiple edge relaxation periods and has in the past also successfully modeled the L-H transition behavior in COMPASS-D [11] . In this work, we report on nonlinear simulation studies using CUTIE that are aimed at exploring the dynamical behavior of ELMs under the influence of repetitive injection of pellets. We also compare and contrast the effects of pellets and RMPs [16] on ELMs.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the effects of pellets on the dynamics of ELMs are discussed. Section 3 provides a comparison between the mitigation of ELMs by RMP [16] and pellets. Spectral analyses of the nonlinear behavior of the ELMs in the no pellet, RMP and pellet cases are presented in section 4 with a view to understand the energy cascade processes in the three cases. A brief summary and some discussion on our results are given in Sec. 5. 
ELM dynamics with Pellets
The injection of pellets in CUTIE is simulated by the periodic raising of the edge density in a pulsed manner. In other words the pellet is represented by a local, timedependent particle source term to which the n e0 (r, t) profile responds. The spatiotemporal area of the pulse models the pellet size and the repetition rate is quantified in terms of a duty cycle defined as the ratio of the 'on time' and 'off time' of the edge density enhancement. The 'off time' physically correspond to the interval between pellet injection in an experiment. Typical results from the injection of pellets and their concomitant impact of ELM dynamics are shown in Fig.1 . The figure shows the wave forms of the square of the edge temperature perturbations, (dT i /T 0i ) 2 at r/a = 0.9 with and without pellet injection for a machine with plasma parameters typical of COMPASS-D with R = 0.56m, a = 0.17m, B tor = 2.07T , I p = 242KA and an electron cyclotron heating power of P ECH = 0.5M W . The red solid curves are for natural ELMs (no pellet injection) and the blue dotted lines represent ELMs in the presence of pellets. The pellet size was chosen to cause an edge density enhancement by a factor of 2 and to operate at a duty cycle of 1:2. As can be seen, the injection of pellets brings about a significant difference in the ELM excitations. In general there is a considerable reduction in the amplitudes of the ELMs due to the injection of pellets. There is also a qualitative change in the nature of the ELMs in the way of a large number of smaller ELMs associated with a major ELM event. The ballooning character of the ELMs is however not changed, as evident from the contour plots of the temperature perturbations in the absence and presence of pellet injections shown in Fig.2 . In Fig.3 we have shown the associated changes in the evolution of the plasma beta (β) and the energy confinement time. Here the energy confinment time τ e = W (t)/P tot and β = W (t)/ B 2 dv/8π where W = nT dv is the total plasma internal energy and P tot is the total injected power (auxiliary plus Ohmic). The mitigation of ELMs by pellet injection is seen to significantly improve the plasma beta similar to earlier observation in the case of application of RMP fields [16] . A comparison of the two cases will be discussed in the next section.
To further explore the efficacy of the pellet injection method of ELM mitigation, we have made simulation runs with different sizes of pellets (corresponding to different values of the edge density enhancement). We have found that with the reduction in the size of the pellet the achievable plasma beta reduces but the asymptotic energy confine- 
with Pellet no Pellet/RMP with RMP Figure 3 . Time evolution of (a) plasma beta and (b) energy confinement time in the presence of pellet injection. The red (solid) curves denote the evolution in the presence of pellets, the blue (dashed) curves denote the evolution in the presence of RMPs and the magenta (dotted) curves are for natural ELMs.
ment time is not significantly altered as shown in Fig.4 . We have also done simulation runs with different duty cycles of pellet injection as shown in Fig.5 . We find that as the interval between pellets is increased there is a concomitant decrease in the achievable beta and energy confinement time. In Fig.6 , we have compared the typical plasma temperature and density profiles around t = 298 ms for runs with different pellet sizes. The central density rises substantially above the value for natural ELMs as a function of the pellet size. The central electron temperature on the other hand decreases significantly with the size of the pellet. Contrary to electron temperature, the central ion temperature is seen to rise above the value for natural ELMs but is relatively independent of the size of the injected pellet. The decrease in the central electron temperature can be qualitatively understood as follows. The introduction of a pellet induces a rise in the number of electrons in the plasma which reduces the energy per electron (T 0e ) since the heat source (essentially P ECH ) is held constant. With a rise in the electron density and a fall in the electron temperature, the electron ion thermal equilibration rate (proportional to n e0 /T 3/2 0e ) necessarily rises [19, 20] . It is interesting to note that Pellet with edge density x 1.5 Figure 4 . Effect of enhanced edge densities due to pellet injection on the (a) plasma beta and (b) energy confinement time. The red solid curves are for enhancements that are 2 times, magenta dotted curves for 1.75 times and blue dashed curves for 1.5 times of the normal edge density. similar changes in density and temperature profiles following pellet injection have been observed in several tokamak and stellarator experiments [19, 20, 21] .
The net result is an increase in the plasma beta as a function of increasing pellet size as seen in Fig.4 . The profiles also show the development of steep temperature and density gradients at the edge -pedestal formation -that is typical of H mode plasmas. The pedestal location also appears to shift inwards (towards the centre) for the pellet injection case as compared to the natural ELMs case. Such observations agree well with DIII-D experiments with pellet injection [22] .
Comparison of ELM dynamics with Pellets and RMPs
In Fig.7 , we have compared the wave forms of the square of the edge temperature fluctuations, (dT i /T 0i ) 2 , for a pellet injection case with one where RMPs have been used. As can be seen, the two wave forms have significant differences. With the application of RMPs, the ELMs are transformed to a "grassy" type, whereas for the pellet case although the amplitude of the ELMs reduces significantly, they still maintain their original individual spiky character. Notable differences for the two cases are also observed in the rise of beta and energy confinement time. As seen from Fig.3 , pellets lead to a higher rise of beta and better energy confinement time compared with RMPs. Pellets cause a higher rise in the central ion temperature compared to a relatively weaker rise in the case of RMPs. RMPs however cause a larger inward shift in the edge ion temperature gradient compared to pellets. As for the central electron temperature, RMPs bring about an increase in contrast to pellets which lead to a decrease in the central electron temperature. The central electron density increases significantly with pellets but for RMPs it registers a mild improvement over the value for natural ELMs. All these features cause a larger rise in beta for the pellet injection relative to RMPs. Modifications of (a) ion temperature profiles, (b) electron temperature profiles and (c) electron density profiles due to different amounts of edge density enhancements (blue dashed curves for 2 times the normal edge density and magenta dotted curves for 1.5 times the normal edge density). The sky blue dot-dashed curves show modified profiles in the presence of RMPs while the red solid curves are for natural ELMs.
Energy distribution of modes
To get some insight into the underlying nonlinear dynamics governing the behavior of ELMs, we have looked at the energy distribution of ELMs at different frequencies for natural ELMs as well as in the presence of pellets and RMPs. The normalized power spectra for the three cases are presented in Fig.8 and they show distinct differences. In the case of unmitigated natural ELMs the power distribution is more or less the same for most of the frequency range except for a slight reduction at higher frequencies. For the pellet and RMP simulations, the high frequency components are small but they differ in the medium and low frequency ranges. In the medium range of 200-600 kHz, there is a significant amount of power for the pellet case as compared with RMPs. Fig.9 shows the energy spectrum of ELMs for different mode numbers. The nature of the spectrum for the case of pellet injection is similar to that of the no-pellet case except that it has lower amplitudes and the ELMs have relatively lower mode numbers. However their nature is different from the spectrum of RMPs. In the case of RMPs, the ELMs are pushed somewhat inside the edge and they also have significant energy for higher mode numbers.
Summary and Discussion
To summarize, we have carried out numerical simulations to study the impact of pellet injections on edge localized modes. The simulations have been carried out using the twofluid CUTIE code that models ELMs by utilizing a particle source in the confinement region and a particle sink in the scrape-off layer. The injection of pellets is modeled by raising the edge density in a pulsed manner with the size of the pulse corresponding to the size of the pellet. Our results show that the injection of pellets has a significant effect on the ELM dynamics by reducing the amplitude of the ELM bursts and consequently improving the plasma beta and energy confinement time of the system. Pellets also induce changes in the equilibrium profiles of the electron/ion temperatures and densities and modifications in the pedestal profile and location. These are further found to be sensitive to the pellet size. A comparison with our past results on RMP induced mitigation of ELMs [16] shows that pellets are more effective in raising the plasma beta and improving the energy confinement times of the system. Such an improvement of the energy confinement with the introduction of pellets has been observed in experiments as on ASDEX [23] .
Further work is required to fully explain the results of our present work. However, certain general observations are in order: it seems clear that pellets involve a strong, time-dependent particle source which changes the density and pressure profiles. In the no-pellet and RMP simulations, the particle and energy sources are essentially fixed apart from small changes in the Ohmic heating. The RMP simulations involve changes to the poloidal magnetic field at the plasma edge due to the RMP coil currents (timeindependent). This latter feature is lacking in both the reference no-pellet and the pellet simulations. We believe that RMP effects to the power spectra and to the dynamical changes to ELMs is largely due to the modulational instabilities induced by the interaction of the ELMs and the helically symmetric high-m field structure due to the RMP coils. In the case of pellets, the strong density rises at the edge apparently leads to an inverse cascade to mid frequency ranges. This could be due to drift/two-fluid stabilisation of the MHD (ballooning-peeling modes) seen in both the no-pellet and pellet simulations. Obviously, the system is strongly nonlinear with significant interaction between the equilibrium/axi-symmetric profiles of density, current, electric potential and temperature and the turbulence generated by instability. The simulations reveal that the dynamics are changed depending upon whether the RMPs or pellets are used to perturb the ELM-ing reference plasma. However we have not observed a simple correlation between the ELM-ing rate with the rate of the pellet injection as observed in some experiments. These and other effects such as the influence of plasma rotation and the concurrent use of RMPs and pellets are important problems that we plan to address in the future.
